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ABSTRACT
Coping with the complexity of future energy grids and the ris-
ing challenges of the energy transition to more renewable energy
sources (RES), an Energy Hub Gas (EHG) concept appears to be
a promising approach. This concept combines various technical
components to a sector-coupling system network to support the
electricity grid with ancillary and balancing services to cope with
the fluctuating generation by RES and to provide (renewable) en-
ergy carriers. Additionally, the EHG serves as regional gateway
and as a converter for large, centralized RES-feed-in and aggrega-
tion/distribution hub of local RES-feed-in. For combining several
separate models from different domains to an EHG system model, a
co-simulation approach is used with high regard on flexibility con-
cerning the modelling aspects as well as high modularity to easily
adapt the concept to further use cases. As main results presented
in the paper, the coherence of the extended EHG system model and
its usability for implementation in co-simulation can be shown in
first simulations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The energy transition in the European Union and especially in Ger-
many rises the need for installing and integrating more renewable
energy sources (RES) into existing infrastructures that are step by
step adapted. The volatile generation of this distributed generation
units increase the challenge of secure energy supply. Additionally,
new technologies such as electrification of the transport sector
will further increase the volatility of load. Furthermore, changes
in the grid topology transforming a grid from uni-directional to bi-
directional energy flow adding local fluctuating and non-steerable
generation of RES in distribution networks is a major challenge.
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One approach to address this is adding local flexible energy re-
sources, e.g. realized by the Energy Hub (EH) concept [3], to the
power network compensating part of local fluctuations. The Energy
Hub Gas (EHG) depicted in figure 1 is designed as a sector coupling
plant network that offers flexibility to the electricity grid operator
by storing generation peaks from RES as well as reacting to load
peaks from the demand side with own generation. The flexibility of
the EHG allows taming fluctuating generation and load and makes
it more controllable. This is one approach to achieve an increasing
integration of already existing RES as well as open up opportunities
for installing new RES more rapidly. The presented EHG stands for
an alternative vision to most-electric world and extensive electrifi-
cation across all demand sectors. It serves as regional gateway for
renewable energy (electrons) to meet local demand of all energy
forms and carriers (electrons and molecules).

The presented paper introduces basic concepts and a first imple-
mentation of a system simulation model of the mentioned cyber
physical energy system (CPES) for evaluating the usability of such
a solution for the future. While an integrated Energy Management
System (EMS) as well as an appropriate optimization method will be
mandatory components for operating the CPES in reasonable ways,
this paper will focus on the basic components of the model and
their integration towards a system model. Operational strategies
will then be presented in future work.

Figure 1: Energy Hub Gas system overview

The paper is organized as follows: section II outlines the related
work about the co-simulation concepts and the EH approach. Sec-
tion III describes the used methodology concerning the simulation
setup and the use case, followed by section IV introducing a detailed
look at component models. Section V discusses the obtained results.
The paper ends with a conclusion section VI and an outlook for
future research within the field of the EH approach and CPESs.

2 RELATEDWORK
In the following section, a brief overview about the related work in
the field of co-simulation and cyber physical energy system (CPES)
simulation is given to set our approach for system modelling in
relation to existing work.

2.1 Co-Simulation Frameworks
For simulating and evaluating Energy Hub Gas (EHG) use cases,
the use of co-simulation frameworks are eligible solutions. There

is abundant and vast literature proposing various kinds of co-
simulation approaches that can be used to model, simulate, and
evaluate complex systems such as Smart Grids. Due to the inter-
disciplinarity needed for modelling each component of a complex
sector-coupled energy system, various heterogeneous tools must
be connected into a system simulation e.g. by use of a co-simulation
approach. However, many co-simulation approaches are limited to
particular scenarios. Moreover, they do not allow to integrate many
different kinds of simulators that could provide a more universal
co-simulation framework for simulating real complex multi-domain
energy system models, such as the presented EHG use case consist-
ing of multiple physical components and technical plants, energy
carriers, IT communication, and control components.

Preliminary work [8] has shown the challenges of developing co-
simulation frameworks that allow for the integration of (dynamic)
plants, converters but also infrastructure models (electricity, gas,
heat). Furthermore, there are also some co-simulation frameworks,
e.g. Mosaik and the PROcess Operation Framework (PROOF), that
are more flexible and allow to combine, and reuse a bigger number
of existing component models executed in different simulator tools
to create complex system models and execute Smart Grid scenarios:

2.1.1 Mosaik. As described in [9, 10], the Mosaik framework is
designed as a flexible solution specifically for CPES/smart grids
research with a focus on co-simulations across multiple domains.
Its architecture consists of a simulator management module for
configuring and integrating different component models imple-
mented for different simulators by e.g. using Functional Mock-up
Units (FMUs) and enabling data exchange between the simulators,
and a scheduler acting as master for coordinating the execution
steps and the exchange of data between simulations. For implement-
ing their systemmodel, mosaik offers two application programming
interfaces (APIs) to system modellers:

• the component API that has to be implemented by users for
connecting simulators to Mosaik,

• the scenario API for setting up co-simulation scenarios by
using the Mosaik scheduler as a master for controlling data
flow and execution of simulator operations according to a
test scenario.

Note, that withMosaik, modelers will model their system bywriting
programming code in Python using the Mosaik APIs.

2.1.2 Process Operation Framework. According to [4, 5], the PROOF
is a generic, modular, and highly scalable framework that automates
the startup, synchronization, and management of scientific com-
putational workflows. By using container-automation, distributed
message oriented middleware and a microservice-based architec-
ture it enables novel distributed process execution and coordination.
It also supports trans-disciplinary, multi-domain co-simulations
as part of larger workflows including different simulation tools
(e.g. Python, Matlab, FMU, Julia, Java, etc). Moreover, an easy-to-
use web user interface is provided to allow system modelers to
easily set up, perform and control workflows or co-simulations,
which can be executed remotely on a computing cluster without
the need to think about the underlying computing infrastructure
as an execution environment.
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While the integration of different simulator types and tools
within PROOF needs some programming effort for setting up the
tools as reusable building blocks for creating workflows and sys-
tem simulations, the setup of a system model itself is done using a
graphical editor in a declarative way. PROOF is also part of a larger
ecosystem where scenario data can directly fetched from different
data sources and injected into a simulation workflow. Output and
intermediate results can be written to data storage on the cluster
and e.g. visualized in dashboards.

2.2 The Energy Hub Approach
Transformation, conversion, and storage of various forms of en-
ergy in decentralized plant networks as flexibility resources called
Energy Hub (EH) is a promising approach for smoothing out and
balancing local generation and demand as stated in [6] especially
if renewable energy sources (RES) are integrated. In [11] usage
of the EH concept on an neighbourhood scale is proposed, which
fits as one placement option for the presented use case. However,
the EHG model described in the following is designed to serve not
only for small neighbourhood uses cases but is also applicable to
industrial areas as well as small cities and at interconnections to
the transmission grid. The idea of an EH was first introduced by
[3] and [2] in 2007 and is defined as following. EHs consist of mul-
tiple energy carriers, that can convert, condition and store multiple
forms of energy. Formulated more abstract, they define a black box
with energy inputs and an outputs of different types, which will be
internally transformed between the different types and eventually
stored for later use. Mathematically, the transformation process can
be interpreted as an coefficient matrix 𝐻𝑎𝑏 that connects multiple
Energy inputs 𝐼𝜔 to a number of Energy outputs 𝑂𝜎 .

A generic conversion formulation with multiple in- and outputs
for a single unit can be described by three parts: power output vec-
tor 𝐿, the converter coupling matrix 𝐶 , and the power input vector
𝑃 . Both 𝑃 and 𝐿 merge all considered energy carriers [𝛼, 𝛽, ..., 𝜔]
e.g. [hydrogen, natural gas, ..., heat] into one vector. The cou-
pling matrix 𝐶 consists of all instrumented energy conversions
[𝛼, 𝛽, ..., 𝜔] −→ [𝛼, 𝛽, ..., 𝜔], where the component 𝑐𝛼𝛽 converts 𝛼 to
𝛽 , e.g. hydrogen to natural gas. These connections can generically
be formulated as:
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The components 𝑐𝛼𝛽 of the coupling matrix 𝐶 are called coupling
coefficients and map in- to output power. 𝑐𝛼𝛽 can either convert
between different energy carriers in the case of 𝛼 ≠ 𝛽 , or trans-
mit one energy carrier to itself 𝛼 = 𝛽 . In both cases, 𝑐𝛼𝛽 can be
between 0 and 1, or equal to 1, making it a lossy or lossless con-
version/transmission. The special case where 𝑐𝛼𝛽 is equal to 0
represents no coupling between given carriers.
𝐶 can be dependent on the power input or other factors, e.g. the
control performed by an Energy Management System (EMS) on a
conversion unit, therefore 𝐶 = 𝑓 (𝑃, 𝑡, ...), which results in general
in non-linearity for 𝐶 . Another important property of equation

(1) is, that from two energy carriers on upwards it represents an
under-determined system of equations. This results in 𝐶 being not
invertible. In other words, there is no unambiguous solution, and
the coupling matrix can be optimized.

In [2], two important characteristics of the converter coupling
matrix are stated, that can be summarized as

0 ≤
∑
𝛽∈Z

𝑐𝛼𝛽 ≤ 1∀𝛼, 𝛽 ∈ Z ⊆ Y. (2)

The sum over any set Z of Y must be larger than 0 but less or equal
to 1, meaning that no energy conversion can increase the overall
amount of energy available from the inputs.

Beside conversion, the energy storage needs special considera-
tion. The desired hub can not only convert but also store energy
over a certain time. The storage of energy results in time depen-
dencies of all modelling variables. In [2], Geidel summarizes the
storage influence on the total power output of an EH in the storage
flow vector

𝑀𝑒𝑞 = 𝐶𝑄 +𝑀. (3)
In this representation 𝑄 is the storage power output before, and
𝑀 the power output after an energy carrier was converted. Each
component of𝑀𝑒𝑞 can be restated as

𝑀
𝑒𝑞

𝛽
= 𝑐𝛼𝛽𝑄𝛼 +𝑀𝛽 =

𝑐𝛼𝛽

𝑒𝛼
¤𝐸𝛼 + 1

𝑒𝛽

¤𝐸𝛽 , (4)

with 𝑒𝛼 , 𝑒𝛽 the charging or discharging efficiencies for respective
energy carrier, and ¤𝐸 the change in energy of a energy carriers
storage. The relationship between the total storage influence of
storage units with respect to its change in energy can be formulated
in matrix notation to fit the concept of the coupling matrix 𝐶 as
follows:
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thereby representing the complete EHs output power as

𝐿 = 𝐶𝑃 − 𝑆 ¤𝐸 = [𝐶 − 𝑆]
[
𝑃
¤𝐸

]
(6)

3 BASIC CONCEPT FOR SYSTEM MODEL
IMPLEMENTATION

The presented Energy Hub Gas (EHG) integrates various technical
plants for energy storage and conversion between different energy
carriers as mentioned in the previous section. According to the
mathematical model presented in the previous section, the basic
energy flows through the system can be described by the given ma-
trix formulas. Beside this, the system model must also incorporate
IT components for controlling the behavior of the conversion and
storage units over time by an Energy Management System (EMS)
as central controller for the plant network.

A monolithic simulation model implemented in one simulation
software system would be one option for implementing the plant
network and the behaviour of all IT components. But there are
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several disadvantages or trade-offs that come with this solution
as stated in [7]. First, there is a need to find a development envi-
ronment that covers all used domains. Second, experts for each
sub-system or domain need to work strongly together and have
to use the same implementation environment to build the system
simulation model. Third, models of the different storage and con-
version technologies, or the implementations of the IT control logic
cannot be easily reused in other application settings. Finally, the
performance of the whole model, and therefore the scalability of the
system model is limited by the execution environment of this single
simulator. This is why the usage of an alternative implementation
approach e.g. using a co-simulation framework is crucial. In our
implementation of the system model, each component is modeled
separately as a stand-alone black-box component which can be
executed independently from each other in their own execution
environment.

The physical plant models describing the conversion and storage
functionalities represent the coefficients of the coupling matrix 𝐶
and 𝑆 in eq. (1) and (5), and are modeled as causal Modelica enti-
ties using the software Dymola. The input/output energy flows of
the physical components according to the formulas are defined by
input/output parameters of the respective component model and
are mathematically equivalent to rows of the input and output vec-
tors in the matrix equations. Each model has settable configuration
parameters, which e.g. define operational and nameplate proper-
ties of the modelled plant, such as the maximum output capacity
or storage volume within model defined limits. Control settings
as dynamic input parameters of physical models allow to change
the internal behaviour of the model (e.g. changing the storage or
conversion rate). This allows the scaling of the model components
according to a defined system model scenario and to influence their
behaviour via the IT controller components. For usage by the sys-
tem model, the Modelica components are exported as Functional
Mock-up Units (FMUs), which are then executed as slave models
in the chosen co-simulation framework [1]. The models of the IT
components are implemented in Python. An application program-
ming interface to STANET, a commonly used software to model i.e.
natural gas and district heating infrastructures, allows for future
integration of infrastructure models.

To implement a given system scenario, a choice of these com-
ponent models have to be plugged together using the chosen co-
simulation framework. For e.g. performing a step wise simulation
which drives the simulation through the scenario additional func-
tional components of the co-simulation framework are needed,
where one acts as a scheduler driving the step-wise execution of
the slave simulations and IT components forward, and a data syn-
chronization component which waits for the outputs of the slave
simulators and notifies the scheduler that a step has ended. The
scheduler then distributes scenario data and other inputs to the
slave and demand them to perform a step.

Figure 2 demonstrates the use of PROOF to implement the EHG
system model. The graphics in the figure visualizes the used com-
ponents as boxes and their interconnections as lines. The type of
the different components are distinguished in the graphical model
by different colored icons of the boxes (blue symbols mark phys-
ical component models, green IT components of the model, and
grey symbols components organizing the step wise simulation).

The scheduler component in the middle of the workflow initiates
simulation steps by sending scenario and other input data for this
step to all participating slave models / components and waits then
until the synchronization component has collected output from
each physical model. In each step, the EMS IT component with the
dark blue symbol first determines if it should send new resource
scheduling plans to the IT controllers of the technical plants, which
in response dynamically send new control settings to the physical
models. Then the physical models perform their calculations accord-
ing to the given scenario input (e.g. weather), the defined control
settings and other available input data, and send their results to the
synchronization component, which gives feedback to the scheduler
that all calculations have performed. Then the scheduler triggers
the next step, until all steps have been performed. Underneath, the
co-simulation framework collects all needed data for later analysis
of the co-simulation run.

Themodular approach discussed in this section allows it to adjust
the EHG system model to many different scenarios under investi-
gation without the need to modify the component models. Using
other forms of components, the system model can e.g. be extended
by an inverter and/or transformer component which connects the
hub to an electrical grid using a solid state transformer and/or
AC/DC inverter in a very modular and easy way. The decoupling
between IT controllers and physical model components offers a
flexible independent implementation of controller code in program-
ming languages like Python while the physical models could be
implemented using a dedicated physical modelling environment.

4 COMPONENT MODELS
To further illustrate this approach, a more detailed look at one of the
component models will be presented in this section. As mentioned
before, the EHG is a system network of various technical plants in
different physical domains as well as Information and Communica-
tion Technology (ICT) components. In a general perspective each of
those components can be seen as a separate simulation model, that
need to have a well defined interface for using it in a general system
model. To enable fast and simple composition of the general system
model, the system interfaces of the component models need to be
described in a formal way as an extrinsic interface, which can be in-
strumented by the co-simulation framework. As already described
before, on the one hand this interface is defined by input and out-
put parameters defining the energy flow connecting the physical
components. These present single rows of the vectors 𝐿 and 𝑃 or
𝑀 and 𝐸 in eq. 1 or 5. On the other hand there are control settings
as input parameters which allow to control the behaviour of the
component model by the controller. Thirdly, configuration parame-
ters can be set before the system simulation starts to configure the
component model e.g. to have a certain storage capacity or output
power. As one example from our use case, the extrinsic interface of
the electrolysis is described with its input, output and configuration
parameters in Table 1. Parameters can be divided into static and
dynamic ones. While static parameters describe nominal values
(e.g. so called nameplate and operational properties of a technical
component), dynamic parameters indicate operational behaviour of
the model. By using static parameters, the time to startup the plant
(𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑝 ) as well as the minimum and maximum power input (𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛
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Figure 2: Graphical co-simulation model of the EHG on PROcess Operation Framework (PROOF)

Table 1: Parameters of the electrolysis Model

static Input Parameters
Parameter Description Value
𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑝 derivative time constant 60 s
𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 nominal power input 106W
𝑃𝑚𝑖𝑛 minimal power input 0.31 × 106W
[ efficiency coefficient 0.73

𝐻𝑆,𝐻2 calorific value 𝐻2 141.8 × 106 J kg−1
dynamic Input Parameters Unit

𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡 set point electric input W
𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 last electric partial load W
dynamic Output Parameters Unit
¤𝑚𝐻2 mass flow 𝐻2 kg s−1
𝑃 current electric power W

and 𝑃𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) are defined. Furthermore, the efficiency coefficient [ for
the conversion of electric power into 𝐻2 and the calorific value
of 𝐻2 (𝐻𝑆,𝐻2) are stated. As dynamic input parameters, the model
receives a set point as control value (𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑡 ) from the IT controller for
the consumption of electric power to convert into 𝐻2 and the last
(measured) value of its electrical load (𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑡 ). This value guarantees
that the model starts up with the value from last calculation step.
As dynamic outputs, the model provides the mass flow of 𝐻2 ( ¤𝑚𝐻2)
and the effective consumed electric power 𝑃 . As a convention every
dynamic parameter is negative if it is consumed and positive if it is
generated.

5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the evaluation of the feasibility of the implementation approach,
the Energy Hub Gas (EHG) is implemented in a first step as a com-
bination of Functional Mock-up Units (FMUs) and Python models
as discussed above. According to figure 3, besides local renewable

energy sources (RES), electrical and gas demand, generation is sim-
ulated by a combined heat and power plant (CHP). Furthermore,
the EHG system network consists of an electrolysis plant with con-
nected methanation as well as a bio-gas plant and storage units
for electrical energy and methane depicted in figure 3. Two system

Figure 3: Implemented experimental setup of the EHG for
both frameworks

models are implemented as co-simulation using a step-wise master
slave approach: one by Mosaik framework and one by PROcess
Operation Framework (PROOF) for evaluating the basic concept as
described before. As can be verified both implementations deliver-
ing the same results. A central master scheduler coordinates the
step-wise simulation by triggering the component models to deliver
the results of the next simulation step. As scenario data weather
data from the EHG location in Karlsruhe, Germany, for a typical
meteorological year (TMY) is used as input for the generation of
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RES namely wind and photovoltaic (PV) farms. Also, demand from
regional industry in form of time series are taken into account. To
investigate the possible impact of the EHG on the local power grid,
a control strategy using an evolutionary algorithm is implemented
as follows: While RES generate surplus energy, the EHG, depending
on the objective functions, should consume this energy by either
storing it into its storage units, or converting and deliver it to the
gas infrastructure. If there is a lack of electrical power, the EHG
should cover this by either reducing its consumption, discharging
its storage or generating electrical power by the CHP. To face the di-
mension challenge, the electric power flow for the control strategy
is based on real data exemplary set to −5.5 × 106W. Therefore, the
Energy Management System (EMS) controls the EHG components
to try to generate a constant load of −5.5 × 106W at the electrical
connection point (ECP).

Figure 4: Resulting power w/ and w/o EHG obtained by Mo-
saik and PROOF

Δ𝑃𝑤/𝐸𝐻 − Δ𝑃𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻
Δ𝑃𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻

= % 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (7)

𝐸𝑒𝑥,𝑤/𝐸𝐻 − 𝐸𝑒𝑥,𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻
𝐸𝑒𝑥,𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻

= % 𝐸𝑑𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (8)

In figure 4, the power flow at the ECP of the Energy Hub (EH) is
outlined. For the evaluation of the simulation results, we choose a
period of two days that are exemplary. The simulation calculates
data for every 60 seconds. The EMS receives a control signal for
the aggregated electric power of the EHG at its ECP depending
on the basis of the estimated generation of RES and the demand.
Thus, we consider the EHG as an ancillary service asset for the
electricity grid, that connects the electricity grid with the gas grid;
the control signal depends only on the estimated power flow in the
electric grid. As an evaluation criteria, the power flow reduction on
a percentage basis is calculated according to eq. (7) for two cases:
with (Δ𝑃𝑤/𝐸𝐻 ) and without (Δ𝑃𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻 ) the EHG interacting. It can
be observed that the EH is able to reduce the effective power flow
by 13.1%. According to eq. (8), the total energy exchanged at the
ECP 𝐸𝑒𝑥,𝑤/𝐸𝐻 and 𝐸𝑒𝑥,𝑤/𝑜𝐸𝐻 is an indicator for the possible effect

an EHG can generate. For the considered time period a reduction
of 3.5% is observed.

6 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The presented work shows the methodological setup and imple-
mentation of a cyber physical energy system (CPES) that (a) is
independent of the used co-simulation framework, (b) offers an-
cillary services to the power grid, (c) supports local integration of
renewable energy sources (RES) feed-in (electrons), and (d) serves
as a regional gateway for renewable energy carriers (molecules).
Scalibility and modularity are key characteristics for future expan-
sion of the model to further investigate the Energy Hub Gas (EHG)
approach in different scenarios and infrastructures. By varying the
considered technologies (modularity) and certain plant sizes either
by scale-up (scalibility) or numbering-up (modularity) the effects of
different system network configurations on the power grid can be
evaluated. The results of first simulations demonstrate the positive
effect that an EHG can achieve by increasing the integration of
local RES for relieving the power grid at the same time. For future
research, enhancements of the EHG and the Energy Management
System (EMS) are crucial for investigating more intelligent opera-
tion strategies to combine micro- and macro-economic aspects for
specific setups. In addition, further ancillary services need to be
implemented, e.g. grid code functionalities, to widen the possible
application area of an EHG. Furthermore, a comprehensive analy-
sis of forecast approaches for e.g. local RES generation need to be
undertaken to get close to real world applications.
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